Abstract It is possible to use lexical information extracted from speech transcripts for speaker identification (SID), either on its own or to improve the performance of standard cepstral-based SID systems upon fusion. This was established before typically using isolated speech from single speakers (NIST SRE corpora, parliamentary speeches). On the contrary, this work applies lexical approaches for SID on a different type of data. It uses the REPERE corpus consisting of unsegmented multiparty conversations, mostly debates, discussions and Q&A sessions from TV shows. It is hypothesized that people give out clues to their identity when speaking in such settings which this work aims to exploit. The impact on SID performance of the diarization front-end required to pre-process the unsegmented data is also measured. Four lexical SID approaches are studied in this work, including TFIDF, BM25 and LDA-based topic modeling. Results are analysed in terms of TV shows and speaker roles. Lexical approaches achieve low error rates for certain speaker roles such as anchors and journalists, sometimes lower than a standard cepstral-based Gaussian Supervector -Support Vector Machine (GSV-SVM) system. Also, in certain cases, the lexical system shows modest improvement over the cepstral-based system performance using score-level sum fusion. To highlight the potential of using lexical information not just to improve upon cepstral-based SID systems but as an independent approach in its own right, initial studies on crossmedia SID is briefly reported. Instead of using speech data as all cepstral systems require, this approach uses Wikipedia texts to train lexical speaker models which are then tested on speech transcripts to identify speakers.
cepstral-based SID systems but as an independent approach in its own right, initial studies on crossmedia SID is briefly reported. Instead of using speech data as all cepstral systems require, this approach uses Wikipedia texts to train lexical speaker models which are then tested on speech transcripts to identify speakers.
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Introduction
Traditional speaker identification (SID) systems use Gaussian mixture models (GMM) to approximate the distribution of cepstral features extracted from short speech frames of length 20 to 30 ms [20] . State-of-the-art systems build on top of this basic framework by concatenating the GMM mean vectors to form speaker-specific supervectors, typically classified using Support Vector Machines (SVM) [7] or processed using factor analysis [10] or I-vector analysis [1, 9, 26] .
In contrast to these classical short-term cepstral-based approaches, development of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems has led to approaches which model longer-term features dependent on the phonetic or lexical content of the automatic speech recognition output [2, 4, 6, 12, 18, 19, 27, 30] . These include phonetic, prosodic, lexical or hybrid approaches. Among these approaches, the focus of this work is on purely lexical approaches which ignore all acoustic information after the speech has been transcribed to words. There are three main motivations behind this choice, as follows.
First, previous work on NIST SRE and parliamentary speech corpora has demonstrated the potential of such purely lexical approaches [4, 27] . Second, such approaches can take advantage of easily available speech transcripts in the form of minutes of parliamentary speeches [4] or fan-made/commercially produced subtitles of movies and TV shows 1 to create lexical speaker models. Third, working in the lexical domain opens up another interesting possibility: person-related text information could be extracted from freely available Internet documents such as Wikipedia articles and news websites to train lexical person models. These models may later be used to identify speakers using ASR-derived speech transcripts. Note that the last setting (using Internet-derived text for training and ASR transcripts for testing) is noteworthy in that it does not need any prior speech from the speaker at all in the training phase (unlike all cepstral-based systems).
The acoustic modality of the REPERE multimodal corpus has been used for this work. This corpus consists of 7 different French TV shows. The interest in choosing this corpus is as follows. First, speakers in TV shows often give clues to their identity in the content of their speech. For example, they may name the show or the channel (for anchors and journalists). They may talk about the subject of their expertise or interest (for example, the upcoming elections they will participate in, or the last movie they acted in). It is hypothesized that lexical approaches will be able to learn such speaker-discriminative information from speech content. Second, this corpus is comprised of unsegmented audio streams from TV shows with music and non-speech segments interspersed with speech segments from multiple speakers conversing together, unlike isolated speech from single speakers typically used in prior lexical SID studies. This gives an opportunity to study the behavior of lexical approaches in conjunction with an automatic diarization module to pre-process the data, a task which has not been performed before.
The first contribution of this paper is to propose an Information Retrieval (IR)-based approach, namely BM25 (OKAPI) for lexical SID and study its performance along with 3 existing representative lexical approaches, namely TFIDF, Markovian Term Weighting (MTW) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). BM25 is well-established in the IR community but to the authors' knowledge, this is the first time it is applied to lexical SID. The second contribution is to carry out a set of contrastive experiments on the REPERE database using automatically vs. manually transcribed and diarized speech data for training and testing, and analyze the degradation of SID performance between the two cases. Third, a simple score-level sum fusion with a state-of-the-art acoustic system is proposed. Fourth, an initial study on crossmedia lexical SID is reported, which brings out the potential of such purely lexical approaches.
Note that a parallel approach for lexical SID in TV shows is to use lexical context around spoken names to classify the names between speaker, addressee and object [8, 24, 29] . On the contrary, this work does not depend on spoken names (hence neither on a Named Entity Recognizer), but rather analyzes the general lexical content of speech. However, it has the potential to be eventually combined with the former method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the pre-processing steps applied on the input audio stream. Section 3 describes our lexical speaker modeling framework. Section 4 describes the experiments and discusses the results. Section 5 briefly reports on a crossmedia lexical SID experiment. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Audio and text pre-processing
The input to the system is assumed to be a continuous audio stream recorded over the entire duration of a TV show. This is processed by the following steps in order.
Speaker diarization
The audio stream is first partitioned into speech and non-speech segments via GMM-based Viterbi segmentation [14] . The resulting speech segments are then clustered into homogeneous speaker clusters via two steps: agglomerative clustering based on the BIC criterion to yield pure clusters followed by a second clustering step using cross-likelihood ratio (CLR) as the distance between clusters [3] . Since the REPERE corpus contains several episodes of TV shows and the same identifier should be associated to a given speaker across all the episodes, a first, local clustering step was followed by CLR clustering across all episodes [28] . The Diarization Error Rate (DER) for the system was around 16 % on the REPERE development and test corpora.
Automatic speech recognition
A state of the art French speech-to-text transcription system [21] was then used to transcribe the audio in each speaker cluster. Decoding was carried out in a single real-time pass which produced a word lattice using cross-word, word-position dependent acoustic models, followed by consensus decoding with a 4-gram language model and pronunciation probabilities (35-phone set, 65K word vocabulary). At the end of this step, each speaker cluster was transcribed as a set of words. The case-insensitive word error rate for the system was 15.2 % on the REPERE test corpus.
Text processing and tokenization
The set of words transcribed from each speaker cluster was processed to retain words with only alphabetic characters. Converting to lower case was found to improve SID performance. Initially, it was assumed that filler words such as "euh" and "hum" could be deleted and words repeated multiple times one after another could be replaced by a single instance of the word. However, contrastive experiments showed that such information slightly improved speaker ID performance. Hence, they were retained. It is common to use stemming but initial studies using TreeTagger 2 showed that it did not perform well on the noisy ASR output. Hence, it was not used further in this work.
Let the processed set of words transcribed from speaker cluster i be termed as document C i . Words from all documents extracted from the REPERE training corpus were aggregated to form a vocabulary v = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v |v| } of size |v| ≈ 15K, where each v k represents a word. Each document C i was then mapped to a word count vector n i = [n i,1 , n i,2 , · · · , n i,|v| ] T where each n i,k contains the count of word v k in C i .
Lexical speaker modeling
Let the set of documents extracted from the REPERE training corpus be denoted by C tr . Each of these documents represents a unique speaker associated with an identifier of the form Firstname LASTNAME provided with the corpus. In this work, we used the word count vectors {n i } computed from these documents as target speaker models. Given a count vector n j computed from a previously unseen test document, a similarity score between n i and n j is computed in 4 different ways as follows.
Simple TF-IDF weighting
The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) weighting was used before for lexical SID, notably in [4] . There are multiple variations of this scheme in the literature [23] . The one which performed best in the SID task is described here. The IDF weight w k for a word v k in vocabulary v was defined as:
where |C tr | denotes the number of documents in C tr and |C i : C i ∈ C tr ∧v k ∈ C i | denotes the number of documents in C tr containing word v k . Next, the TDIDF similarity score between a target model n i and a test vector n j was computed as the cosine distance between n i and (w n j ):
where w = [w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w |v| ] T , denotes element-wise multiplication and · denotes the Euclidean norm.
BM25 (OKAPI) weighting
Well-established in the IR community [17, 23] , the BM25 scheme has not been used before for lexical SID. We disinguish BM25 from simple TFIDF by the nonlinear mapping of raw word counts {n i,k } extracted from document C i as follows:
where n consisting of mapped counts, the BM25 similarity score S BM25 is computed by (2) replacing n i and n j by n + i and n + j respectively.
Markovian Term Weighting (MTW)
This approach has yielded results comparable to BM25 in TREC evaluations [15] and has been applied previously to lexical SID [2] (interpreted there as MAP adapted models). The MTW similarity score between a target model n i and a test vector n j is computed as:
where
is the probability estimate of word
is the probability estimate of word v k over the entire training corpus and α is a parameter tuned on the development corpus. 
Topic modeling (LDA)
Topic models have been used before for lexical SID as a viable altenative to direct wordbased approaches [4, 19] . We closely followed [4] , using the Mallet implementation [25] of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] to model each document as a distribution of topics, learnt on the REPERE training corpus. The optimal number of topics N T was 20 for this work. Given the word count vector n i , the corresponding topic distribution t i can be calculated. As in [4] , symmetric KL-Divergence was used to calculate the LDA similarity score S LDA between a target model n i and a test vector n j as follows:
where D(p, q) is the standard KL-Divergence defined as:
Other lexical speaker modeling approaches The language model likelihood ratio framework [12] did not perform on this task, hence it is not reported here, although note that MTW may be considered a generalization of this framework and it did perform well (as shown in Section 4.3. Support Vector Machines (SVM) trained on TFIDF or n-gram count vectors In each row, the dominant role (by duration) is marked in bold Please see Section 4.1 for details 
Columns 2-5 represents components of the system implemented either manually (M) or automatically (A). More details in Section 4.2 [4, 18] did not perform well possibly due to lack of sufficient training data, hence is not reported here too.
Decision-making
Given the set of similarity scores {S(i, j )} between count vector n j extracted from test document C j corresponding to a speaker cluster j and target models {n i } derived from the REPERE training corpus, the speaker cluster j is identified with the speaker hypothesis i HYP j which maximizes the similarity score S(i, j ):
The hypothesis i HYP j is assigned to all time instants t in the show within the set T j of time segments corresponding to speaker cluster j . Note that scores are directly used in decision-making in this work. Score normalization for lexical systems will be studied in future.
Experimental evaluation

Database and protocol
Speaker identification experiments were carried out using the REPERE corpus under the framework of the REPERE Challenge 3 [13, 16] . The corpus was collected by ELDA 4 . It is now available to all external consortia participating in the REPERE Challenge and will be publicly available in future. It consists of several episodes of 7 TV shows from 2 French channels broadcast through 2011-2012. The 7 shows are varied in nature, consisting of debates, discussions, news reports, and question time in the French parliament. Table 1 briefly describes each TV show and lists the tags (S1-S7) used to denote them henceforth in this work. Inside the corpus, the audio streams are unsegmented, leading to the possibility of studying how automatic diarization affects performance. The corpus is partitioned into training (42 hrs), development (9 hrs) and test (9 hrs) corpora. Part of it is manually annotated in terms of speaker identity and transcribed text (training: 26 hours, development: 3 hrs, test: 3 hrs).
The number of manually identified speakers in the training corpus is 474. However, it was decided to retain only speakers who spoke for at least 10 seconds. This is because smaller training durations are too small to adapt GMMs in the cepstral-based GSV-SVM SID system that is used to compare with lexical SID systems (ref. Section 4.2). This resulted Table 2 lists the 5 speaker roles R1-R5 present in the corpus 5 and the average speaking duration of speakers with these roles (aggregated over all turns and episodes). Note that in train, only R1 and R2 speak for more than 5 minutes on average. Other roles in train and all roles in development and test speak for less than 5 minutes on average. This should be compared with other corpora used in prior lexical speaker ID studies: the target set in [11] is mostly restricted to speakers who spoke for at least 10 sessions i.e. 50 mins, with 9 sessions used for training. In [27] and [18] , Fisher and NIST 1-side (5 mins) and 8-side (40 mins) data was used. In [4] , target set is restricted to speakers who recorded at least 5 sessions, with a median duration of 6:30 min per session. In our experiments, no filtering based on train or test duration was made in the evaluation. Table 3 lists the relative duration of the speaker roles R1-R2 in each show S1-S7. Note dominant roles in bold.
The official REPERE protocol is followed in this work. The training corpus is used to build target speaker models, development corpus to tune system parameters and test corpus to evaluate the tuned system. Manual annotations were permitted for training but not for development and test. Performance on test is evaluated in terms of Identification Error Rate (IER), the percentage of the total annotated duration of a show when the hypothesized speaker identity i HYP did not match the reference speaker identity i REF :
Here, T A represents the manually annotated segments of total duration |T A | and i HYP (t) is found via (8) . The reference speaker i REF (t) may be NONE when there is no speech at time t (4.5 % of the time) making the IER sensitive to speech/non-speech segmentation errors. Also, it may refer to more than one speaker in the case of overlapped speech (3.8 % of the time). Again, this leads to errors because the current system treats overlapped segments in the same way as other segments and always hypothesizes one speaker at each time t. Two forms of IER are reported in this work.
-Open set IER It is calculated using (9) . The number of target speaker models is 359 and number of reference speakers in test is 132. We report open set IER for the main experimental results because it closely follows the guidelines of the official REPERE protocol. However, open set IER cannot distinguish errors due to speakers not in the training corpus from confusion errors between speakers in the training corpus. -Closed set IER It is calculated using (9) but considering only those time instants t in test for which the reference speaker i REF (t) exists in the training corpus. This means that the number of target speaker models is still 359 while the number of reference speakers in test is reduced to 63 i.e. the common speaker set. Computed in this way, closed set IER focuses only on the confusion between speakers in the training corpus and hence gives a better idea of the discriminative power of the SID system. Most of the analyses reported in Section 4.3 are based on the closed set IER. 6 
System description and notation
Independent SID systems using the four lexical approaches in Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 were tested, denoted by TFIDF, BM25, MTW and LDA respectively. These were compared with a standard cepstral-based GSV-SVM SID system using supervectors made by concatenating UBM-adapted GMM means to train one SVM classifier per speaker as described in [22] .
For each lexical system, five configurations were studied as shown in Table 4 . In the first four configurations (mmMM, mmMA, mmAM and mmAA) manual transcription and diarization were used for training as permitted by the REPERE protocol (ref. Section 4.1) while for testing, four configurations were studied. 1) mmMM: manual transcription and diarization. 2) mmAM: automatic transcription and manual diarization, 3) mmMA: manual transcription and automatic diarization, and 4) mmAA: automatic transcription and automatic diarization. The first configuration (mmMM) shows the ideal scenario of having error-free transcription and diarization and sets the upper bound for performance. The fourth configuration (mmAA) is nearer to a practical scenario and follows the REPERE protocol.
Intermediate configurations mmAM and mmMA are for analysis. The fifth configuration, amAA, is the same as the fourth, mmAA, with the difference: it uses automatic transcripts for training instead of manual ones. Note that the amount of manual annotation involved in each configuration reduces as we go from the top row (mmMM) to the bottom row (amAA) in Table 4 . Among lexical systems, proposed BM25 system and MTW system perform best, TFIDF next and LDA worst, for both mmMM and mmAA. Lower overall IER for BM25 than TFIDF for both mmMM and mmAA configurations indicate the utility of the nonlinear transformation in (3) as opposed to the TFIDF formulation in (2) . Topic modeling performs poorly probably due to limited amount of training data in REPERE (around 300K words). 8 Note that for mmMM configuration, BM25 and MTW outperforms GSV-SVM acoustic system in 2 out of 7 shows each while TFIDF and LDA outperforms GSV-SVM in 1 out of 7 shows each. For mmAA, only BM25 outperforms GSV-SVM in 1 out of 7 shows (S4). However, for show S2, MTW at 51.1 % is close behind 48.3 % achieved by GSV-SVM in Table 7 . Tables 9 and 10 break down the closed set IERs on REPERE test corpus in terms of speaker roles for GSV-SVM and lexical systems in mmMM and mmAA configurations 7 It is assumed that manual transcription takes more effort than manual diarization/segmentation. 8 Only REPERE training corpus was used to train topics so as to have perfectly matching training data. The option of using other corpora for training topics will be studied later. respectively. Note that role information was used only to extract the test segments associated with a role while calculating IER, not to filter out speaker models with other roles. The performance of BM25 and MTW systems is particularly good for R1 and R2 (which together comprise 31.1 % of test time) and compares well with the acoustic system. TFIDF, BM25 and MTW perform moderately for R3, do not work for R4, and perform poorly for R5. This may be due to more training data for R1 and R2 (Table 2 ). However, R5 performs better than R4, although average training duration for R5 is lower than R4. This shows that factors other than duration may also be present, such as linguistic factors. This will be studied later. Except for a few cases, LDA performs poorly, compared the other three lexical approaches. Table 11 shows the closed set IER on REPERE test corpus of the lexical systems for the 3 configurations mmMM, mmAM and mmAM, to compare the impact of errors due to automatic transcription and automatic diarization in the testing phase individually. In the training phase, manual transcription and diarization were used for all 3 configurations, hence the prefix 'mm' is dropped from the table for easier reading. Note the difference in IER as we go from MM to AM (column 5) by replacing manual transcription with automatic transcription, and from MM to MA (column 6) by replacing manual diarization with automatic diarization in testing. It is observed that automatic diarization degrades IER much more than automatic transcription, for TFIDF, BM25 and MTW. This shows that it would be more profitable to improve the diarization module rather than the ASR module in future In configuration names MM, AM, etc, first letter denotes transcription, second denotes diarization, in the testing phase. So, MA denotes Manual transcription and Automatic diarization. Note that training always involved manual transcription and diarization in this specific study (mm) for these 3 systems. This trend is reversed for LDA which is shown to be more sensitive to the impact of automatic transcriptions. Table 12 shows the closed set IER on REPERE test corpus of the lexical systems for the 2 configurations mmAA and amAA, i.e. it shows the impact of replacing manual transcriptions in the training phase by automatic transcriptions. In this study, automatic transcription and diarization was always used for testing, so the suffix 'AA' was dropped in the table for easier reading. Note that when we go from mm to am, IER increases only slightly for BM25 and MTW, while for LDA it decreases slightly. Interestingly, TFIDF IER decreases significantly due to this change. Overall, this shows that it is possible for lexical SID systems to use automatic transcriptions for training rather than depending on manual annotation, without significantly affecting performance. Table 13 shows the impact of duration of training data τ per speaker on closed set IER using the acoustic GSV-SVM system and the lexical BM25 system. Three conditions were studied: 1) τ ≤ 120s, 2) 120s < τ ≤ 420s, and 3) τ > 420s. 9 Note that for durations less than 2 minutes, the BM25 system can still identify speakers approximately 18 % of the time (IER ≈ 82). As the duration is increased, BM25 IER continues to decrease steadily. In contrast, although GSV-SVM system is always better than BM25, GSV-SVM IER saturates after training duration τ increases beyond 7 minutes.
Fusion studies
Acoustic-and lexical approaches rely on complementary sources of information to perform speaker identification. So, the latter is expected to improve the performance of the former when combined with it. In this paper, we report preliminary fusion studies based on simple sum fusion. Let S A (i, j ) and S L (i, j ) represent scores for a test speaker cluster j against target speaker model i, using the Acoustic GSV-SVM system and one of the Lexical systems respectively. 10 Then, the sum fusion scores are computed as:
9 In this study, the set of 63 speakers in common between training and test corpora were used both for training target speaker models and as the reference set for test (ref. Section 4.1). The time limits of 120 s and 420 s were chosen as round numbers which divide this set nearly equally into 20 speakers for each of the 3 conditions (precisely, 20, 20 and 23 speakers respectively). 10 The scores for the GSV-SVM system were the distances of the test points to the decision hyperplane. respectively. Here, B A and B L are calibration functions to map the scores from the two different systems to posterior probability estimates. They are defined as:
where P u ≈ 0.35 is the prior probability for unknown speakers (i.e. speakers not present in training corpus), P i = (1 − P u )/|C tr | (same prior for every target speaker i) and
is the log-likelihood ratio estimated by linear regression on the development corpus. The fusion scores are then used in the same way as in Section 3.5. Table 14 shows the closed set IER on REPERE test corpus using the score-level sum fusion between the acoustic GSV-SVM system and the lexical BM25 system in manual (mmMM) and automatic (aaAA) testing configurations. For comparison, the IER for GSV-SVM system alone is shown in the first row. Overall, BM25 can reduce the acoustic system IER by 2.5 % and 0.5 % in manual and automatic configurations respectively (column 2). Also, BM25 improves the acoustic system IER for speaker roles R1-R4 individually in both manual and automatic configurations. The other lexical approaches studied did not show significant improvement on fusion.
Crossmedia lexical speaker identification
In previous sections, we used speaker-specific information extracted from speech transcripts for lexical SID. However, one may argue that we can always use standard cepstral-based systems in such settings and obtain better results, because whenever we have transcripts, we also have speech (or had speech at some point in the processing chain before it was transcribed). So, what is the value of lexical approaches other than improving cepstral-based system performance upon fusion?
In this section, we propose a new use case for SID which brings out the value of lexical approaches: Instead of using acoustic data for training cepstral-based speaker models or lexical content of speech derived from speech transcripts, this approach extracts speakeror person-specific information from freely available Internet documents to train speaker or person lexical models. The resulting speaker or person models may be tested on ASR transcripts in the same way as in previous sections. This brings out the value of purely lexical approaches because it does not require any acoustic data for training. Since the training is on Wikipedia texts while the testing is on speech transcripts, we term this approach as crossmedia. Bold indicates a fusion IER lower than corresponding GSV-SVM IER First, Wikipedia articles 11 about all speakers in the REPERE corpus were automatically searched, downloaded, parsed and normalized. Out of 474 target speakers in the corpus, 330 had Wikipedia articles. These 330 speakers formed the speaker set for this study and their normalized Wikipedia texts were used to build lexical speaker models in exactly the same way as the documents derived from speaker clusters in Section 3.
While testing, a simple protocol was followed. A hundred speakers were chosen at random out of 330 and their Wikipedia-based lexical speaker models were matched with their speech transcripts in terms of their BM25 similarity score (ref. Section 3.2). 12 For each transcript, the speaker whose Wikipedia-based model obtained the highest BM25 score when matched with the transcript was chosen as the hypothesized speaker for the transcript. Table 15 shows the performance of the crossmedia SID system in terms of 1-best, 2-best, 10-best and 20-best identification accuracies averaged over 20 independent runs, each run with 100 randomly chosen speakers. Both role-specific accuracies (rows 1-5) and overall accuracies (row 6) are shown. Random chance values are provided for comparison in row 7. Although the overall 1-best accuracy is low at 11.9 %, the 10-and 20-best accuracies are 43.9 and 61.8 % i.e. the system could retrieve the true speaker in the top 10 and top 20 shortlists 43.9 % and 61.8 % of the time respectively, significantly better than random chance. This trend is repeated for the role-specific cases too, except for role R2. This brings out the potential of this approach.
Among different roles, R1 (anchors) and R3 (reporters) have higher 1-best accuracies than others. As a possible explanation, it was found that R1 and R3 speakers typically mention the name of the associated TV channel or show and these names are also mentioned in their Wikipedia articles.
The accuracy for R4 (guests) increases steadily with the length of the shortlist and the 20-best accuracy for R4 is in fact the highest over all roles at 70.8 %. This may be due to the fact that guests often speak about a specific domain (politics, movies, music, etc), which also shows up in their Wikipedia articles. The system is unable to deal with R2 (journalists). As a possible explanation, it was found that R2 speakers typically do not mention the name of any TV channel or show, nor do they speak about a specific domain. Comparing Table 15 with Tables 9 and 10 , it is observed that transcript-based lexical SID systems show complementary behaviour compared to crossmedia systems, performing best on R2 and worst on R4. This shows the potential of combining the two approaches.
Conclusions and future work
This paper reports four lexical speaker identification systems, one of which (BM25) has not been applied before on this task. Experiments were conducted using unsegmented TV shows from the REPERE database. Consistent results are reported for a wide spectrum of experimental conditions. Lexical approaches, specially BM25 and MTW, perform well for certain TV shows and speaker roles, sometimes better than the state-of-the-art GSV-SVM acoustic system. Upon fusion with the acoustic system, BM25 also succeeds in reducing the IER in both manual and automatic configurations, showing the potential of this approach. Interestingly, for most of the lexical systems, errors due to automatic diarization has a larger impact on IER than errors due to automatic transcription. Finally, an initial study on crossmedia SID showed promising results.
Motivated by the findings in this paper, priority will be given to improving the diarization system in future. We shall also explore hybrid acoustic-lexical approaches such as duration conditioned word n-grams previously found to out-perform purely lexical approaches [18, 27] . We shall also extend the system to use multigrams instead of unigrams and transcribed text from previous and following speaker turns in addition to the text spoken by the speaker to be identified. The crossmedia SID system shall also be improved by using other text sources such as news websites.
There could be several applications of this work. The main application is the use of lexical information to improve the performance of speaker identification systems as shown here. The idea of using lexical information could also be extended to other similar tasks e.g detection of speakers in terms of profession, educational background, ethnicity and role. The crossmedia SID system shown here could be further developed to provide initial (possibly ambiguous) speaker labels to unannotated speech data for a semi-supervised acoustic SID system, reducing the need for costly human annotation. 
